


•  THIS ZINE IS A PROUD 100% DIY PRODUCT, IS NOT ABOUT 
MUSIC REVIEWS HOW THEY SHOULD BE, IS NOT ABOUT 
CRITICS, IS NOT ABOUT FASHION OR LATEST TRENDS, IS 
ABOUT FEELINGS, IS ABOUT MY FRIENDS, MY BANDS, MY 
PASSION. IS NOT ABOUT PROFIT, IS NOT FOR SALE AND IT 
WILL NEVER BE. IS JUST A HOBBY FOR ME, IS NOT MY FULL 
TIME “WRITER/MUSICIAN/CRITIC”JOB. IS NOT IN A PERFECT 
ENGLISH :)
•  ALL THE PICTURES ARE USED FOR PROMO AND THE 
COPYRIGHT REMAIN TO THE ORIGINAL OWNERS.
•  ALL THE PROMOS ARE FREE AND I AM NOT TAKING ANY 
PROFIT FROM PROMOTING SOME LABELS OR BANDS.

SOMETHING LIKE A DISCLAIMER SOMETHING LIKE A THANK YOU

CONTACT FOR CRITICS AND PROMO

CTHC,KOB RECORDS, MAD BUTCHER RECORDS, CASIAN 
AND 3 CEASURI RELE, PARCHEZ CA UN BOU, CORO 
AXA VALAHA, SCANDAL, VERDE URBAN, OLD JUNKS 
CONSTANTA, FAT WRECK CHORDS, IORISKA, HELLCAT 
RECORDS, CONSTANTIANA, BLACK SKULL RADIO, LUIS 
FROM IORISKA AND ALL THE GOOD PEOPLE.
OUR FRIENDS ALL OVER: ROMANIA, UK, US, AUSTRALIA, 
MEXICO, CANADA, GERMANY, AUSTRIA, UKRAINE,RUSSIA, 
NEW ZEALAND, FRANCE, SPAIN, PORTUGAL, ITALY AND 
ALL THE GOOD LABELS AND BANDS THAT WE HAVE 
PROMOTED ACROSS THE YEARS. ALWAYS STAY YOURSELF!

Oi you!Travels, work, 
friends, airports, 
coffee, you, this 

music...everything is alive. Trying to find the balance, 
to find the old train, old roads, my old friends from 
home, my old cd’s. Packing memories and thoughts 
along the way, different cities, countries and people. 
The thing that unite us is this music. Simple things and 
this music, always remember my old town, my friends 
and family. Always smiling at simple things and always 
be nice and work hard. Again no fancy reviews and 
promos, no political bullshit and no profit. This is 100% 
DIY made with love. Stay true to yourself, from punk 
to hardcore, ska, oi, hip hop, crust, metal and all the 
psychos out there, this is real deal!!!. Thank you all for 
supporting us for the last 13 years, much respect and 
keep the DIY alive. Please go and buy a cd, tshirt, vinyl, 
sticker, just support the bands if you can and how you 
can. Always remember and always stay yourself. Until 
next time, cha cha. 
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Resistant to 
the Changes

MirceONE - October 2018 - Guadalajara, Mexico

Don't tell me you 
lost it
Don't tell me it 
left your bones
Cause i remember 
the late nights
You and i bared 
our souls

TERROR - RESISTANT TO THE CHANGES
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Waking Up On The Mistake Street is a blast in your ears. 
This is the new album of Scheisse Minnelli, out soon on 
26th October 2018 on Destiny Records. The album has 
12 tracks in the pure skate/core style made in California. 

They are mixing really good the youth punk rock attitude with hardcore 
and everything is fast and angry. Themes about skateboarding, politics 
and dealing with drugs. For the fans of bands like: MDC, DRI, Dr. Know 
or Verbal Abuse.
The band will start now a tour in Japan, Korea and as well back home 
in Germany. Also a fresh video for "Yer In A Trance" (about shit people 
do when they are young). This is pure european skatecore!!!

Tracklist:

1. Yer In A Trance
2. Life Alert
3. Love It Or Leave It
4. Mistake Street
5. Downhill
6. Chata
7. Going Back
8. It's Your World
9. Bedtime For Bonzo
10. Green River Wishes
11. Lessons Learned
12. Hallo Werner
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Lexington Field are presenting a new LP and one EP all togheter: 
Dremears and Modern Times. Dreamers is the band 4th album with 
10 fresh songs and Modern Times is a 5-song EP (the 3rd one in 
their career). The materials are true and honest, celebrating life and 

everything is packed in harmony. A nice mix of pop-punk and celtic sounds, 
and somehow it drives me to the Flogging Molly album Life Is Good, so 
hands up for these guys. Dreams, hopes, positive things everything for a 
good mood. Check them on lexingtonfield.com and on the social networks. 
Good job guys!
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This is in your face Hardcore with full force. Terror presents their new material: Total 
Retaliation, this was produced by Will Putney (Body Count, Acacia Strain). This is their 
8th studio material and of course is a need for your ears. Aggresive, powerful, in your 
face real deal Hardcore from the streets of L.A. All in all this is another classic Terror, 

another classic hardcore release. The album was released by Nuclear Blast in Europe and Pure 
Noise for the rest of the world.

1.This World Never Wanted Me 2.Mental Demolition 3.Get Off My Back 4.One More Enemy 5.Break the Lock 
6.In Spite of These Times 7.Total Retaliation 8.Post Armageddon Interlude 9.Spirit of Sacrifice 10.I Don't Know 
You 11.Behind the Bars 12.Suffer the Edge of Lies 13.Resistant to the Changes
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Sick Of It All is back again with 
a new masterpiece: Wake The 
Sleeping Dragon!. The band is 
a legacy in NYHC scene, being 

formed in 1986 and has sold half million 
records in the world. The album will be 
released by FAT on cd and lp in USA 
and vinyl in Canada. The album has a 
single already out: Inner Vision and you 
can check it on You Tube. Producer 
for this is Jerry Farley (Lamb Of God/
Every Time I Die). So make sure on 2nd 
November you will be check the latest 
SOIA out on FAT/Century Media.
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Stoj Snak is back with a new 
piece of EP with 3 tracks, 1000 
Daisies. The EP was released 
on 19 September 2018 and is a 

fund raiser to save the venue 1000Fryd in 
Aalborg in Denmark. About his music we 
did write a few years ago when materials 
like: ScreamerSongwriter (LP) and 
Happitalism (EP) were released. This EP 
keeps the same sincerity and simplicity 
like the previous materials, the same 
folk-punk, acoustic package, the same 
open heart for who ever is there to listen. 
Has the same energy and screams, the 
same punk DIY attitude and goes to tell 
the things in your face. It's political, it's 
about world, it's true and goes to your 
heart. A really good job from Niels and 
we are expecting the LP. My favorite on 
this EP: Bitter Place. More infos here: 
https://stojsnak.bandcamp.com/
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About SKA-P not much to say, if you 
didn’t listen to them, you will better 
do it fast. They are one of the most 
known ska/punk acts from Spain 

since 1994. Game Over is their new album 
with 12 tracks, in the same manner: ska and 
punk, strong lyrics about: politics, religion, 
war, working class people, racism and more. 
Check them online and on youtube for the 
new lyric-videos with the new tracks from 
Game Over. If you are a fan os SKA-P then this 
album is for you. Glad to see these guys back 
on road again and they are kickin’ it well.

01 A Chitón 02 Eurotrama 03 No lo volveré 
a hacer más 04 The Lobby Man 05 Colores 
06 La Fábrica 07 Patriotadas 08 Cruz, Oro y 
Sangre 09 Adoctrinad@s 10 El Bufón 11 Brave 
Girls 12 Jaque Al Rey
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Bitter Grounds will hit you with their 2nd album, Two Sides 
Of Hope, will be out on 5th October 2018. Bitter Grounds 
are coming from Netherlands and they are formed in 2015. 
The new album is coming 2 years after their debut album: 
Hollowlands. This is a singalong punkrock with influences 
from ska all the way to hardcore. The album has everything 
packed good in energy, attitude and the sounds from the 
streets. Also lyrics talking about different social problems, 
frustration, fear and hope. Band was playing with bands like 
Real McKenzies or Interrupters and played on festivals like: 
Punk Rock Holiday or Nice'n'Sleazy. Singalong, raise your fist 
on the dancing floor. True and honest for the punkrock lovers 
of 90's. Also do not forget to check them online at: http://
bittergrounds.nl and to check their new video: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=-Phbk4T6hEU

Out Of Control Army are coming from Mexico and Cat Nation 
is their frist album studio. This is a mix of ska and punk, 
on various social problems like: immigrant problem, police 
brutality, against racism and fascism. Skanking all night long 
with 12 tracks that will bring back the good vibes. The album 
has invites like: Skaparapid, Negros Vivos and Mitze Maiz. My 
personal favorite: Global Ska.

1. Cat Nation 2. Global Ska (feat. Carmen Cercós de 
Skaparapid) 3. Rudeboy Anarchy (feat. Mitze Maíz)
4. Fuck the Police (feat. Paito de Negros Vivos) 5. Beetlejuice
6. Nadie Es Ilegal 7. I and I 8. Skandon 9. Riot Kids
10. Party Revolution 11. Darling 12. Me Quedare
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No Tiene La Vaca are coming from Guadalajara, 
Mexico and “V” is their new material. “V” from their 
5th album and also it can be read as “V” from Vaca. 
Since 1998 they keept the ska/punk alive and well. 

Themes that talk about politics and social problems but all 
packed in a fresh sound and irony.

Discography: Tu vaca es tu poder / Tiempos Extras / Gordo / 
Por los Guerreros.
Also the band appeared in a lot of compilations in Europe, 
USA and America Latina and shared the stage with great band 
all over the years. Punk and ska for the good ears.
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Resiliencia are coming from Medellin-
Colombia and formed back in 2013. 
A mix nice mix of punk-rock with 
some metal and hardcore elements, 
classical themes in the punk: social 
problems, ideology and politics. The 
first material was "Politicorruptos" along 
with covers from bands like: Pestes, 
Narcosis and others. The members are 
united here from a lot of other bands in 
Colombia, with years of experience so 
this album it's a blast for them. Rompe 
Las Cadenas (Break The Chains) is 
something to listen at maximum.
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Hi guys, this is Mirceone from MptyZine, i know you have some 
good news...
Hi Mirceone!  This is Beau Gray, lead singer and guitarist for Lexington 
Field.  We absolutely have some good news!  Lexington Field will be 
releasing two new albums on November 1, 2018!  Our fourth full length 
album, a 10-song LP called Dreamers, and our third career EP titled 
Modern Times.

One album and one EP, wow there was some work. How you 
feel?
We feel very excited to be able to take our most personal and positive 
material we have ever written and show the world our diverse take on 
fiddle rock.  The LP, Dreamers, has more of a pop, folk feel to it and it’s 
a type of style we finally allowed ourselves to write.  Modern Times is a 
5-song adventure into pop punk with a fiddle.

For those who don’t know you, 
please make us a short bio
We are a 5-piece fiddle rock band 
from San Diego, CA.  We have 
been releasing original albums 
and playing hundreds of shows 
since 2009.  We have shared 
the stage with some rad bands 
including the Young Dubliners, the 
Tossers, the Mahones, and most 
recently with Sir Reg!
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Please make us a top 10 with the bands/
artist that you like
My top 10, in no particular order… MXPX 
/ GREAT BIG SEA / WEEZER / AMERICAN 
FOOTBALL / FLOGGING MOLLY / FRANK 
TURNER / GOOD OLD WAR / MUMFORD & 
SONS / MASKED INTRUDER / DROPKICK 
MURPHYS

Tell us a few things about your 
influences
As you can tell from my top 10 list, my roots 
are in pop punk.  MxPx and Weezer sucked 
me into the world of being in a band as well 
as bands such as The Ataris and Blink-182.  
When I discovered Great Big Sea from a co-
worker and saw them live, I was absolutely 
hooked.  I also remember seeing Flogging 
Molly back in 1998 and really liking their raw 
take on Celtic punk.  Who knew it was a sign 
of things to come!

What the future holds for the band?
Last year we were at a crossroads of 
continuing the band or hanging things up 
after 8 years.  Bryan (our other guitarist) and 
I got together one day in the summer and we 
wrote a couple songs. 

If you will have to make a split EP with a 
band/artist that you love, who it will be?
I think a split album with Frank Turner would 
be so awesome!  And if Great Big Sea ever 
reunited, we would love to collaborate with 
them.  If not, Alan Doyle is out doing his solo 
material right now and it is fantastic so, give 
us a call Alan!  Let’s write some songs!

One was a poppy folk song called “Bright 
Blue World” and the other was an upbeat pop 
punk song called “Side By Side”.  We were 
hooked back into writing again just like that.  
So, now we all have kids and can’t play the 
amount of shows we used to play, but we can 
keep writing songs for us and not try to box 
ourselves in to one specific genre.  I see us 
continuing to write songs and celebrate 10 
years as a band in 2019!
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Tell us a few things about San Diego scene, i know a lot of bands from the area, tell us 
a few things less known:)
I have been in this scene for almost 20 years now.  It’s tough.  San Diego is a big city with many 
distractions.  There aren’t many bands in the area that play the fiddle rock style or Celtic Rock.  
You can probably count them on one hand.  That has allowed us to stay unique and our energetic 
live show has given us some very grateful opening slots for many touring bands close to our 
genre.  We have played everywhere, all the pubs and all the venues in town.  Pubs like Rosie 
O’Grady’s and The Salty Frog have always shown us love and it’s always a fun night of music!  
But, where we shine the most are the venue shows where we just play all originals and go all out.  
My top three venues for those type of shows in San Diego are Belly Up Tavern, Soda Bar, and The 
Casbah!

For the people who wants to listen your music, where can be found?
You can find us on iTunes, Apple Music, and Spotify, and our online store on BandCamp.  Plus, 
our YouTube channel has tons of videos for your viewing and listening pleasure!

What do you guys know about Eastern Europe scene? do you know something about 
us? (no Google:)
I know it’s not quite Eastern Europe, but Sir Reg from Sweden is one of our favorites!  We recently 
just got to share the stage with them at Get Shamrocked 2018 in Murrieta, CA and it was such 
an honor to meet them.  They have been grinding it out since 2009 too and we are super jealous 
of the entire European scene they get to partake in.  I know there are some good Celtic punk 
bands in Eastern Europe and I feel like Lexington Field would fit right in with the rest of them.

A few words for our few online readers
We have been blessed to be a part of this world-wide community of Celtic Rock/Punk bands for 
almost 10 years.  However, we are from San Diego, so you can hear that Southern California 
pop punk bleeding into our songs.  Our unique style of fiddle rock allows us to stand out from 
our local rock scene and at the same time blend in with the other Celtic bands even if we don’t 
have that “Celtic” sound.  I ask your readers to give fiddle rock a try and see if they can feel the 
positivity from our two new albums we are about to release.

Guys, thank you so much for 
your time, last word is for 
you, go ahead.
Thank you Mirceone for giving us 
a forum to talk about Lexington 
Field and the music we love to 
write and perform every day!  
Cheers!

MirceONE vs. Beau 
Lexington Field - 
October 2018
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The band is a fresh meat 
in the scene but they 
have some attitude. 
They are coming from 

my hometown in Constanta, 
Romania and they got some 
balls for this city. The band 
sound is a hardcore/punk with 
various influences and you can 
give them a try here: anexaunu.
bandcamp.com
The band has 8 tracks and they 
prepare a EP called: “JEG”, 
everything is DIY so they 
have one track in the studio 
“Bubuie Cernavoda”. They had 
few concerts in Romania (in 
Constanta and Bucharest) and 
they prepare others in the near 
future. Keep it up guys!
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Decibelios are back with a new 
material: Insurgents. 11 tracks in 
the pure punk/oi style, made in 
Spain. One of the first bands in 

Spain to mix punk and ska (since 1983), and 
yes the band was formed in 1980 so they 
have some years behind. This album brings 
back the same sound: punk, oi mixed with 
ska with working class lyrics. This album 
comes after 2015 album A Por Ellos and 
the one in 2017 Live En Mexico, is another 
classic for Decibelios and a must have for 
everyone into punk!

1.Tambores de Guerra 2.Negro 3.Alambradas de Dolor 4.Siempre Adelante 5.Chelas Y Vinilos 6.Por Dinero 7.Carne 
De Ikea 8.Violencia 9.La Makhnovtchina 10.Sexo Con Saxo 11.Septima Galleria
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Rumjacks are back with their new material: 
Saints Preserve Us!. Is a 12 track album 
in the purest celtic punk style and is a 
celebration for their 10th year anniversary 

as a band. This is their 4th material all independent 
releases. The album has a also a feat. with Paul from 
Real McKenzies for "The Foreman O'Rourke". First 
single is Saints Preserve Us that has a video also 
filmed at an old airplane hanger in Northern Irleand. 
10 years in few words: started in 2008 in Sydney (AU), 
4 albums, sold out shows is Europe and all over US 
and shared the stage with most important punk rock 
bands.

Taapa Groove are a band from Mexico that mixes 
really good ska with reggae and jazz. Punto Negro 
is their new material with 10 tracks and for sure 
will make you dance. The band has everything 

that you need for a friday night dancing mood: rocksteady, 
ska, jazz-reggae, dub and dancehall.

1. Check Out 2. Punto Negro 3. Coyote 4. Dia Melkrini 5. Underground 
6. Cinemas Rondo 7. Petricor 8. Nalgabingui Groove 9. Melodico 
10. Tugurio




